
Below is a summary of your responses Download PDF

We thank you for your time spent taking this survey. 
Your response has been recorded.

Hello! Welcome to the New Close-Up Essentials Playlist AWSM training! There are 2 main sections and
a summary. For each section, please read through the tasks before watching the video. As you are
watching, pause the video to give yourself time to complete the tasks. This training should take about
20 minutes. 

Please enter your full name in the box below and then scroll down to the tasks.

Section 1 (0:00 - 3:55) 
There are 2 questions in section 1. You must complete all of the questions before moving on to section
2. You can pause and rewind the video as needed. 

New Close-Up Answer Key



Q1. Please match the items to the correct numbers in the boxes. Click on the item and use your mouse
wheel to scroll down to the correct box. Release your mouse button to drop the item in the box. 

Q2.
Write the full words in the boxes to complete the gaps.

New Close-Up prepares teenage learners for success in...

Q3. New Close-Up has been revised to reflect all of the 2020 Cambridge updates for which exams?
(Tick all that apply)

Make sure you can remember the CEFR and former name of the exams. Your customers may refer to
them by the old names!

Number of levels

Units per level

CEFR levels

Hours per level

Asia sales (2020/21)

Lessons per unit

216 5 12 $1.6m A2-B2+ 10

216 5 12 $1.6m A2-B2+ 10

216 5 12 $1.6m A2-B2+ 10

216 5 12 $1.6m A2-B2+ 10

216 5 12 $1.6m A2-B2+ 10

216 5 12 $1.6m A2-B2+ 10

the c_ _ _ _ r _ _ m classroom

e _ _ _ s exams

l _ _ e life

Key (Formerly KET = A2)

Preliminary (Formerly PET = B1)

First (Formerly FCE = B2)



Q4. Which of these topics would you like to explore deeper in your own lives? Do you think teens would teens
like to spend time thinking about them? Make some short notes in the textbox below. 

Section 2 (3:55 - 7:46) 
There are three questions in section 2. You must complete all of the questions before moving on to
section 3. You can pause and rewind the video as needed. 

First (Formerly FCE = B2)

C1 Advanced (Formerly CAE = C1)

C2 Proficiency (Formerly CPE = C2)

Answers will vary. These topics should be highly relevant to teenagers.



Q5. What makes New Close-Up an NGL program? (Tick all that apply)

Q6. Which of the following are new features of New Close-Up? Choose true or false. 

Q7. Anders compares New Close-Up to another of our Secondary/Teens programs, Perspectives.
Choose which program the statements below are referring to.

Values lessons

TED content

Systematic approach to teaching

'Your ideas' prompts

Wellness lessons

NG content

B1 is a brand new Level

B2+ is a brand new level

There is new content in all levels.

New video lessons are after every other unit (even units - 2,4,6, etc.)

New 'Live Well, Study Well' lessons after every other unit (odd units - 1,3,5 etc.)

Exam tips and task updates for First and C1 Advanced exams.

New 'mediation activities' as defined by updated CEFR.

OLP + Examview

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

True False

TED content Perspectives New Close-Up



Section 3 (7:46 - 10:40)

There is one question in section 3.

Q8. Anders's favorite lessons from New Close-Up are the Live Well, Study Well lessons. Which section of
these lessons gives students an opportunity to demonstrate what they have learned about the topics
and communicating in English? Write your answer in the box below. 

More National Geographic content

More focuses test prep

Communication skills and test prep

5 levels

4 levels

Only in British English

In BrE & AmE

Perspectives New Close-Up

Perspectives New Close-Up

Perspectives New Close-Up

Perspectives New Close-Up

Perspectives New Close-Up

Perspectives New Close-Up

Perspectives New Close-Up



Summary Section (10:40 - 11:22) 
There is one question in the summary section. You must complete the first question before you can
finish the training. You can pause and rewind the video as needed. 

Q9. Anders is a street hockey legend. He took time out from his tournament to give us this great
summary of New Close-Up. Watch the video and then choose the correct word to complete each
sentence from the drop down menus. 

When you hit the arrow below to complete the training, you will be shown a summary of your answers.
Please download a copy of this and save it somewhere safe. We will send you the answer key so you
can check your answers. Congratulations! You have finished the TZ3e Essential Playlist training. Thank
you for your time, you are officially AWeSoMe! 

The projects

New Close-Up prepares students for __________ in the
classroom, in exams, and in life.

  success

New Close-Up has been totally updated to support the 2020
______________ exams Key and Preliminary.

  Cambridge

The new _______Well, Study Well sections help students
develop the skills they need in the classroom and in life.

  live
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